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President’s Message

O

ur January meeting was a great
success, and I
would like to
thank all of you
who attended.
Our guest
speaker was
Dr. Richard J.
Atkins of ImRon Nathan
proving Communications,
LLC. He explained how communications problems waste the time and money
of businesses. His presentation explained
the training programs offered by his
company in writing, public speaking,
customer service, leadership development
and personal development. Please visit
www.improvingcommunications.com
for more information on these programs
and the availability of motivational speakTurn to President’s Message on page 3

January 2009

You Are Invited To Our
FEBRUARY MEETING

Louis Karol
Noted speaker and principal of the Garden City law firm of
Karol, Hausman, Sosnik will offer the latest information on
a topic of importance to every business owner:

Proposed Estate Tax Law
Changes Under
The Obama Administration
Passing Your Business to
Children and Key Employees

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 2009
at the Westbury Manor
Cocktails — 5:30 pm; Dinner — 6:30 pm
Followed Immediately by the program
Let us know ONLINE you are coming: www.accany.org

ACCA, a federation of 60 state and local affiliated organizations, is the leading trade association representing the business,
educational, and policy interests of the nation’s heating, air conditioning, ventilation and refrigeration contractors. ACCA represents
over 9,000 small businesses nationwide through its federation of affiliates.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Continued from page 1

ers who can address your employees.
February may be the shortest month, but there is a lot going
on with ACCA to help you get ready for our busiest season. I
would like to welcome our newest contractor members, J Mar
Controls Inc., Airplus Heating & Cooling and Giant Mechanical
Systems. If you have not yet joined ACCA, please be sure to visit
www.acca.org to browse some of the many benefits available to
members. Click through the tabs across the top of the home page
to explore ACCA’s business services, technical services, news &
publications, educational and certification programs, and outreach
& advocacy assistance. There are industry links available, as well
as an online store and the ACCA Insider for weekly business tips
and news. Contractor Excellence Magazine is available to ACCA
members only. You can access it on the website or wait for the
latest issue to be delivered to your mailbox.
The 2009 ACCA Conference and Indoor Air Expo will be
held from February 24-26 at the Fort Worth Convention Center
in Fort Worth, Texas. This year’s theme is “Turn It Up!” and the
program schedule has been determined by contractor members’
survey responses. There will be a Town Hall Meeting and “I’ve

Got an Idea” session where you can network and share your
best business ideas with other contractors. Twenty-five breakout
workshops will include topics such as taming insurance premiums,
lowering vehicle costs, commercial service agreements, ways
to find and keep great employees, service repair estimating, and
techniques for measuring customer satisfaction.
In addition, the vast Indoor Air Expo will give you access to
numerous sponsors, suppliers, contractors, and indoor air quality
specialists who are eager to discuss the latest industry advances
with you. Check the national ACCA website for the ever-growing
list of exhibitors.
The Opening Session will include a presentation by Eric
Chester on “Generation Why”. Connecting with the younger
generation is the key to finding and keeping great employees,
and your front line is central to your bottom line. The General
Session will feature the program “True Teamwork” presented
in an unexpected and entertaining fashion by the Passing Zone.
This unusual duo has broken five Guinness world records, won
eighteen gold medals, and has appeared on TV, in films and at
Las Vegas venues. Do I have your interest yet? Hope to see you
in Texas! — Ron Nathan

ACCA Greater NY Chapter
Officers
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Ron Nathan, County Fair A/C Corp. - 516-997-5656
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Greater New York Contractors’News is printed monthly by the Greater New York Chapter of ACCA.
Questions should be directed to the appropriate director or committee member for assistance.
While this newsletter is designed to provide accurate and authoritative information on the subjects
covered, the Association is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or other professional or
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technical advice. Accordingly, the Association cannot warrant the accuracy of the information
contained in this newsletter and disclaims any and all liability which may result from publication
of or reliance on the information provided herein. If legal advice or other expert assistance or
advice is required, the services of a competent, professional person should be sought.
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Editor’s Notes

By Anthony N. Carbone

Welcome to the heart of winter, where temperatures
are hitting single digits and phones are ringing for services as needed for emergency breakdowns, and possibly,
dreaded replacements.
The economy is as frigid as the weather. With the
hope of a new beginning, the media may step back from
the doom and gloom reporting to focus on the task at
hand President Obama is facing.
This past January, our speaker was Dr. Richard Atkins,
who is a professional communications expert. I had met
Dr. Atkins over the phone, when he inquired about doing
an oil-to-gas conversion of his home heating equipment.
Dr. Atkins was precise and courteous in his questions
regarding my heating proposal. He executed each part of
the process with professionalism. After we began his job,
he revealed to me his field of expertise. He commended
me on how my company provided him with what he
wanted. He methodically explained the process, and I
was quite impressed with his ability to communicate. I
asked the Board of Directors and the Executive Director
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if they would be interested in hearing Dr. Atkins speak
at one of our programs for ACCA.
The topic Dr. Atkins chose, and we agreed on, was
Sales and Customer Service. This is a topic you can
never have too much knowledge about. From the many
classes and courses I have taken, I discovered that each
one provided me with at least one tool I could walk away
with. We discussed, with a Powerpoint presentation, the
sales-service relationship, sales process, improving customer service communication and the “you factor.”
The ACCA Metro New York Chapter is always
striving to bring value to your business. The presentation by Dr. Atkins was most professional and extremely
informative, as well as interactive.
The process of finding the program was coincidental,
but gave added value to my fellow members. We ask you to
be creative and add to our volunteer organization with ideas
that might be of interest to the owners and representatives of
our industry. Participation from the members, if not at a board
member level, then from a member level on our committees,
will make a difference in your business and in ours. Please
attend February’s meeting at the Westbury Manor. Log onto
www.accany.org. — Anthony N. Carbone
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Don’t Forget!
Your ACCA membership includes (1) dinner at our monthly
meetings. Come and enjoy cocktails, dinner, an informative
presentation and networking with your peers.
Register for all ACCA functions online at
www.accany.org.
Our next monthly dinner meeting is February 12, 2009.

TWINCO SUPPLY CORP.
TEMPERATURE CONTROLS
MOTOR STARTERS
PANEL DESIGN & FABRICATION
HVAC EQUIPMENT
55 CRAVEN STREET HUNTINGTON STATION, NEW YORK 11746-2143

(631) 547-1100 NYS (800) 794-3188 FAX (800) 926-TWIN
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GET READY FOR SOME

FUN
ACCA’S
CASINO NITE

MORE INFO
TO COME!

Thursday, April 2nd
Westbury Manor

2009 MEETING DATES
Feb. 12			
March 5			
April 2 (Casino Night)
May 14			
June (Cocktail Hour)
July or August (Board)
Sept. 10			
Oct. 1			
Nov. 5			
Dec. 3
am (Board)		
pm (Holiday Party)

Westbury Manor
LaGuardia Marriott
Westbury Manor
LaGuardia Marriott
TBD
TBD
Westbury Manor
LaGuardia Marriott
Westbury Manor
SeaCrest Diner
TBD

Every PAID membership includes the cost of
dinner meetings for one representative (except
joint meetings) for eight meetings in 2008. If
you require a special meal (e.g., vegetarian),
please contact our office as soon as possible
at 516-922-5832.
Any Associate member interested in doing a
presentation at one of our meetings, please
contact John DeLillo at (516) 922-5832.
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People & The Workplace
By Alan B. Pearl,

Portnoy, Messinger, Pearl & Associates, Inc., Syosset, NY
516-921-3400, Fax 516-921-6774 e-mail: ABPearl@pmpHR.
com, Website: www.pmpHR.com

New Revisions to the
Employment Eligibility
Verification Form (I-9)

The U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service’s (“USCIS”) interim final rule published on December 17, 2008,
is the agency’s latest effort to improve the integrity of the
Employment Eligibility Verification (Form I-9) process so
that individuals who are not authorized to work are prevented from obtaining employment in the United States.
USCIS also has issued a revised Form I-9, Employment
Eligibility Verification, which will become effective
on February 2, 2009. The I-8 form was last updated in
November 2007. It is important to note that all employees
must complete the I-9 form within 3 days of the date of
hire.
Due to the revisions, employers must use the new
format starting on February 2, 2009. The current edition
of the Form I-9, dated “06/05/2007”, will no longer be
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valid. Employers who continue to use the 06/05/2007 version of the Form I-9 on or after February 2 may be subject
to civil money penalties.
In addition, the USCIS has indicated that it will make
changes to its Employer Handbook publication to reflect
the changes. Under the Immigration Reform and Control
Act of 1986 (“IRCA”), U.S. employers are required to
document on Form I-9 that all citizen and non-citizen employees hired after November 6, 1986, are eligible to work
in the U.S. and that their identities match the information
on their employment authorization documents.
There are several changes to the I-9 verification
process that employers should note. The most significant
change to the revised Form I-9 is that employers can no
longer accept expired documents during the I-9 verification process. The interim final rule also narrows the list of
acceptable identity documents. Another change includes
the way in which employers can “re-verify” their employees. Beginning February 2, 2009, employers may only
accept documents listed on the List of Acceptable Documents on the revised Form I-9. When an employee must be
reverified because his or her employment authorization has
expired, employers should ensure that they use the revised
Form I-9 with its new List of Acceptable Documents. Even
though the employee was hired when a previous Form
I-9 was valid, they must comply with the new procedure.
Note, however, that employers do not need to fill out new
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Form I-9 documents for employees who have already gone
through the process, even if they are recent hires.
The new rule:
• Requires that all documents presented during the verification process be unexpired;
• Eliminates List A identity and employment authorization documentation Forms I-688,
I-688A, and I-688B (Temporary Resident Card
and outdated Employment Authorization Cards)
(these documents are no longer issued by USCIS);
• Adds foreign passports containing certain
machine-readable immigrant visas to List A;
• Adds to List A as evidence of identity and
employment authorization valid passports for citizens of the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM)
and the Republic of the Marshall Islands (RMI),
along with Form I-94 or Form I-94A indicating
nonimmigrant admission under the Compact of
Free Association Between the United States and
the FSM or RMI; and
• Makes technical updates.
Two documents have been added to List A (Documents
that Establish Both Identity and Employment Authorization) of the List of Acceptable Documents:
• A temporary I-551 printed notation on
a machine-readable immigrant visa in addition
to the foreign passport with a temporary I-551
stamp; and
• A passport from the Federated States of
Micronesia (FSM) or the Republic of the Marshall
Islands (RMI) with a valid Form I-94 or Form
I-94A indicating nonimmigrant admission under
the Compact of Free Association Between the
United States and the FSM or RMI.
Three documents were removed from List A of the List
of Acceptable Documents:
• Form I-688, Temporary Resident Card;
• Form I-688A, Employment Authorization
Card; and
• Form I-688B, Employment Authorization
Card.

Recent Changes in the Social Security Tax

2009 is introducing important tax changes to Independent
Contractors and the companies that hire them. The maximum
amount of earnings subject to Social Security taxes rose to
$106,800, up 4.7% from $102,000 in 2008. High-income
self-employed workers may owe as much as $595.20 in additional self-employment tax but can recoup some of it through
deducting it on their federal income-tax return.
The Social Security Administration recently announced
a $4,800 increase in 2009 taxable earnings of Federal Insurance Contributions Act (“FICA”) wages and self-employment
income. Although the total tax rates will remain unchanged,
the maximum amount of taxable earnings that are subject to

Continued on following page

A & R Technical

HVAC Excellence-NATE-EPA
Certification Preparation Seminars and Tests
EPA
Peroration			
7-10 PM

2-18				
4-15				
6-10				

Test
2-21
4-18
6-13

NATE-HVAC-Excellence Preparation
Start Dates
Electrical Application
10-12-09

Required any certification

Air Conditioning		
Heat Pump				

3-9-09, 12-9-09
5-11-09

Special Rates ACCA Members
516-827-9570
On line registration anrtechnical.com

Kevin Hughes
Area Sales Manager

Paul Bambinelli

Partnering with ACCA
for Comprehensive Human Resource Solutions
Policy Development * Training * Employee Handbooks * Affirmative Action Plans
OFCCP Audits * Labor Strategies & Solutions * Compliance * HR Vulnerability Reviews
Union Avoidance * Arbitration * NLRB Hearings * Recruiting & Placement
Compensation * Job Descriptions * Performance Management
HR Outsourcing * HR On-Site Mentoring * HR Help Desk

www.pmpHR.com
abpearl@pmpHR.com
516-921-3400

Account Executive

718-458-7920, ext. 303
paul.m.bambinelli@erac.com

8334 23rd Avenue
East Elmhurst, NY 11376
718-458-7920
www.enterprise.com/fleets
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the Social Security tax (6.2% for an employee and 12.4%
for a self-employed person) will increase from $102,000 to
$106,800.
There is no limit on earnings subject to the Medicare
tax (at 1.45% for an employee and 2.9% for a self employed
person). The combined tax rate on the first $106,800 of earnings will be 7.65% for employees (plus a matching 7.65%
by the employer) and a 15.3% self-employment tax rate;
however, self-employed individuals may deduct one half of
their self employment tax, resulting in an effective rate of
approximately 12%.
For example, on a salary of $106,800, an employee
and his employer would each pay $8,170 in Social Security

JOHNSTONE

• HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING PARTS • MOTORS
• RANGE, REFRIGERATION & LAUNDRY PARTS
• TOOLS & INSTRUMENTS • SHOP & SAFETY EQUIPMENT
• PUMPS • ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

®

JOHNSTONE SUPPLY
NATIONAL SUPPLIER TO THE SERVICE INDUSTRY

DREW GARDA
PHONE
FAX

718-545-4896
718-274-4972

27-01 BROOKLYN QUEENS
EXPRESSWAY WEST
WOODSIDE, NY 11377
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and Medicare tax in 2009. For self-employed individuals,
$106,800 in net earnings would result in $16,340 in Social
Security and Medicare Tax.
As always, should this article raise any questions you
can reach me at ABPearl@pmphr.com. •

WELCOME
NEW MEMBERS
Airplus Heating and Cooling
Floyd Jones
1403 Scarborough Drive.
Brewster, NY 10509
845-494-9294
airplus_333@hotmail.com
•••
Giant Mechanical Systems
PO Box 7063
Wantagh, NY 11793
516-882-7462
joe@giantmechanical.net
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Getting A Grip On The Road

By Kelly Hiner, Enterprise Fleet Management
When it comes to getting a grip on the road, all vehicles
depend on tires. Because tires are the vehicle’s only system
that has direct contact with the road, they are affected by every
maneuver of the steering wheel, brake or gas pedal. And, although
all tires are black and round, there are significant differences that
can have a tremendous impact on a vehicle’s safety and handling,
as well as help to reduce pollution and fuel waste.
As major tire manufacturers invest billions of dollars each
year for research and development, they have created notable
advances in safety, performance and appearance, including the
following improvements and innovations:
Increased Fuel Efficiency
Tires not only affect the handling and performance of a vehicle,
they also can be an important environmental asset. Specially
engineered low rolling resistance tires (LRR), which create less
friction during operation than a conventional tire, contribute to
better fuel economy and reduce exhaust emissions. As replacement tires, they cost an additional $3 to $12 per tire, an amount
that may pay for itself at the gas pump.
Enhanced Safety, Performance & Economy
Another important innovation is the Tire Pressure Monitoring System, also known as the Remote Tire Pressure Monitoring
System, which is designed to enhance vehicle safety, performance
and economy. Utilizing pressure sensors and a reliable means of
transferring information from inside a pneumatic tire to a gauge
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type display located in the vehicle control panel, drivers know
whether tires need to be inflated or deflated to achieve optimal
driving performance.
Run-Flat Tires
New tire technology is helping avoid the danger and inconvenience of flat tires along with saving space and reducing weight
by eliminating a spare tire. These new tires include one type that
will support the car for up to 50 miles at 55 miles per hour after
it loses pressure, and another type that will support the car for up
to 125 miles at 55 miles per hour after the tire deflates.
Better Load Ratings for Trucks
Heavy load ratings for truck tires also are improving. Newer,
more versatile tires are capable of supporting the weight of hauling
while giving passengers a smooth ride, which means light truck
owners no longer have to choose between passenger comfort or
safely hauling a full load. Even though these tires may be a little
more expensive, they eliminate the need for decisions regarding
a tire’s load carrying capability or ride quality.
The time has come to recognize that of the many variables
affecting vehicle fuel economy, the connection between tires
and the rate of fuel consumption is significant. And with most
tires being replaced every three to five years, resulting in approximately 200 million replacement tires purchased each year,
there is no doubt that it is very important to get a grip on new
tire technology.

Kelly Hiner is Group Sales Manager for Enterprise Fleet Management
in New York and can be contacted at 973-709-2499. •

“Interested in becoming a LIPA Cool Homes contractor? Find out about available customer and
contractor incentives by calling LIPA’s Infoline at: 1-800-692-2626, or visit LIPA’s Web site at
www.lipower.org/efficiency.”
Attend educational lessons taught by independent trainers on:
		
Proper Equipment Sizing using ACCA Manual J
Airflow and System Charging
‘Check Me’ system installation verification
Additional On-Line self development courses for HVAC technicians are available through
vocational training companies at www.lipower.org/commercial/trade/online. These courses are
discounted when registered through the LIPA site.
Join us and get the competitive advantage to move your
company into the 2009 HVAC season!
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Statement From
Stuart S. Zisholtz, Esq.
Contracts

I have continuously emphasized that the terms and conditions of a contract are binding. Failure to perform under the
terms of the contract can result in damages against you. It is
imperative that you read and understand each and every term
and condition of a contract when you agree to perform work
for an owner or a general contractor. While the amount of
the contract is essential, it is not the most vital aspect of the
contract. In fact, what is not in the contract could be more
important than what is in the contract.
In a recent decision rendered by the Appellate Division,
First Department, the issue of additional compensation for
increased costs of supplying equipment was addressed. In
that case, the contractor requested additional compensation
for increased costs of supplying certain equipment required
by the New York City Department of Sanitation. The lower
court dismissed the claim and the Appellate Division, First
Department affirmed.
The basis for the decision was the fact that the contract
between the parties did not include an escalator clause for
additional compensation for increased costs associated with
the equipment. Since the contract did not contain any provisions for increased costs, the Court found that the claim did
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not have merit.
While you review the contract for certain terms and conditions, you must know and be familiar with the terms and
conditions that should be incorporated into the contract. In
this particular instance, the contract should have contained a
clause permitting additional compensation to the contractor
in the event there is an increase or unexpected escalation in
the cost of equipment.
Never Let Your Lien Time Run Out!
For a free copy of a pamphlet pertaining to payment
bond claims and Mechanic’s Liens, kindly contact me or
the association.

Stuart S. Zisholtz is a partner in the law firm of Zisholtz &
Zisholtz, Mineola, New York, a general practice firm specializing in Construction Law and Mechanic’s Liens. He is also a
member of the Greater New York Chapter, ACCA. He can be
reached at 516-741-2200. •

John F. DeLillo
Certified Public Accountant

Accounting, Bookkeeping
& Business Valuations
Tel: (516) 922-2102
229 South Street
Fax: (516) 922-1414
Oyster Bay, NY 11771
www.johndelillocpa.com
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ACCA Testifies Before EPA
On R-22 Phase-Out Problems

The U.S. EPA held a hearing January 7th on the two
recently proposed controversial rules dealing with the
phase-out of HCFCs. ACCA presented oral testimony at
the hearing on the impact of the rules on the air conditioning and refrigeration contractors.
The proposed rules, released two days before Christmas, intend to set the production and consumption limits
for HCFC refrigerants like R-22 for the years 2010-2014;
and set in place the long awaited ban on equipment
charged with virgin HCFCs. Both rules are designed to
help the United States meet its obligations for the phaseout of HCFCs under the Montreal Protocol.
Both proposed rules pose significant problems for the
entire HVACR supply chain if they are implemented. The
rulemakings include unexpected language, including a
ban on the sale of R-22 equipment after January 1, 2010,
which would mean that all R-22 inventory would have to
be sold before the end of 2009.
Read more about these proposals, including ACCA's
testimony, at Charlie McCrudden's blog on the ACCA web
site at www.acca.org. •

Make a habit of checking the ACCA national website
regualrly for up -to-date information on our industry.

Letters to the Editor

Please fax your comments or experiences that you
would like included in our monthly newsletter. Send it
in, hand write if you like. We will print it and see what
others think. Fax...516-829-5472.

Ductless Air Conditioning
Over 122
& Heat Pump
Models

www.mrslim.com

Sales Hotline
978-749-3121
jmatson@hvac.mea.com

COMPRESSORS
National Compressor Exchange, Inc.

Remanufacturer: Reciprocating & Screw Semi Hermetic Compressors
Full Stock………………Immediate Replacement
1 to 5 Year Warranty

New Facility: 75 Onderdonk Ave., Ridgewood, N.Y. 11385
Plus — New Location on Long Island — Old Bethpage

Tel: 718-417-9100		
Fax: 718-821-7032
Outside New York: 1-800-225-7381
www.nationalcompressor.com

Anthony
Anthony Capone,
Capone, CIC
CIC
John
John Glanzman,
Glanzman, CIC
CIC
James
James E.
E. Murphy,
Murphy, CIC
CIC

For All Your
Insurance Needs
Commercial Automobile
Commercial General Liability
Contractors Tools &
Equipment
Workers Compensation
Health & Life Insurance
Disability Benefits
Employee Benefits
Bonds

Newbridge Coverage Corp.
Your Bridge To Cost Effective Insurance Management

202 Sheridan Blvd.
1666 Newbridge Rd., Bellmore, N.Y. 11710
236 Main Street
Inwood, NY 11696
Phone (516) 781-9000; Fax (516) 781-9172 Center Moriches, NY 11934
Web site address: NEWBRIDGE COVERAGE.COM
E-Mail address: www.newbridgecoverage.com
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